
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1.7. IPSec ESP format  
 
 
Figure 1.7 shows the format of an ESP packet. It contains the following fields:  

• Security Parameters Index (32 bits): Identifies a security association.  

• Sequence Number (32 bits): A monotonically increasing counter value; this provides  

an anti-replay function, as discussed for AH.  

• Payload Data (variable): This is a transport-level segment (transport mode) or IP  

packet (tunnel mode) that is protected by encryption.  

• Padding (0255 bytes): The purpose of this field is discussed later.  

• Pad Length (8 bits): Indicates the number of pad bytes immediately preceding this  

field.  

• Next Header (8 bits): Identifies the type of data contained in the payload data field by  

identifying the first header in that payload  

• Authentication Data (variable): A variable-length field (must be an integral number of  

32-bit words) that contains the Integrity. Check Value computed over the ESP packet  

minus the Authentication Data field.  

Encryption and Authentication Algorithms:  

The Payload Data, Padding, Pad Length, and Next Header fields are encrypted by the ESP  

service. If the algorithm used to encrypt the payload requires cryptographic synchronization  

data, such as an initialization vector (IV), then these data may be carried explicitly at the  

beginning of the Payload Data field. If included, an IV is usually not encrypted, although it is  

ENCAPSULATING SECURITY PAYLOAD
The Encapsulating Security Payload provides confidentiality services, including  

confidentiality of message contents and limited traffic flow confidentiality. As an optional  

feature, ESP can also provide an authentication service.  

ESP Format:   
 



often referred to as being part of the ciphertext.  

The current specification dictates that a compliant implementation must support DES in  

cipher block chaining (CBC) mode. A number of other algorithms have been assigned  

identifiers in the DOI document and could therefore easily be used for encryption; these  

include  

• Three-key triple DES  

• RC5  

• IDEA  

• Three-key triple IDEA  

• CAST  

• Blowfish  

As with AH, ESP supports the use of a MAC with a default length of 96 bits. Also as with  

AH, the current specification dictates that a compliant implementation must support HMAC- 

MD5-96 and HMAC-SHA-1-96.  

Padding:  

The Padding field serves several purposes:  

• If an encryption algorithm requires the plaintext to be a multiple of some number of  

bytes (e.g., the multiple of a single block for a block cipher), the Padding field is used  

to expand the plaintext (consisting of the Payload Data, Padding, Pad Length, and  

Next Header fields) to the required length.  

• The ESP format requires that the Pad Length and Next Header fields be right aligned  

within a 32-bit word. Equivalently, the ciphertext must be an integer multiple of 32  

bits. The Padding field is used to assure this alignment.  

• Additional padding may be added to provide partial traffic flow confidentiality by  

concealing the actual length of the payload.  
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